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 Will the semiconductor industry run out of process technology soon? The roadmap shows transistor-gate lengths in 

microprocessors shrinking to just 25 nanometers (0.025 micron) by 2007, six years earlier than the 1999 edition of the 

roadmap projected.  
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This acceleration comes partly from chip makers going to post-lithographic process techniques to reduce feature sizes 

beyond the minimum printed geometries in photoresist. The smaller gate lengths speed up the microprocessors, which 

enables vendors to raise their prices.  

The new roadmap sets industry technology targets and milestones for the next 15 years, updating the last official ITRS 

issued in 1999. The latest edition accelerates the shrinking of feature sizes in processors, memories, and ASICs from 

the 1999 roadmap.  

By 2016, the new roadmap projects the minimum physical gate length of transistors to be just 9 nm (0.009 micron). 

This is just about where the industry figures it can extend MOS transistors.  
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The new technology roadmap also speeds up DRAM technology by a one year, compared with the 1999 schedule. The 

1999 roadmap called for the 100-nm (0.10-micron) DRAM generation to move into production by 2005, but now 

industry experts predict that DRAMs will reach 90-nm, half-pitch feature sizes by 2004. Two years ago, the 70-nm 

DRAM was expected to go into production in 2008, but now the 65-nm DRAM is forecast to hit wafer fabs in 2007, 

according to the new forecast.  

"Lithography half-pitch and transistor-gate length scaling trends continue to accelerate," says Paolo Gargini, an Intel 

fellow who chairs the International Roadmap Committee. The prospects of 9-nm gate lengths in microprocessors by 

2016, he adds, is now causing the industry to "consider technologies beyond planar or even post-CMOS devices." 

 
In 0.1µm technology, there are usually four transistor targets: ultra-high speed, high speed, low leakage and high 

voltage MOS devices. The process can form three kinds of transistor gate insulators: 16 Å (Nearly equivalent to 4 

atoms of SiO2) for high speed operations required by high-performance cores, 24 Å (6 atoms of SiO2) for low-leakage 

operations, and 50 Å oxide for I/O interface that operate at high voltage.  

 

Intel's new TeraHertz transistor is expected to become the company's key building block for the development of 10-to-

20-gigahertz processors by the second half of this decade. And the company may even use some of this technology in 

its next-generation, 0.09-micron (90-nm) chips due out in 2003.  
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Figure 16-xxx: Using SOI technology combined with high K dielectrics combined with a larger source and drain area 

would significantly recue the leakage current 

 

 

The big advantage will be overall chip performance, of course, but the new transistor architecture will also solve a fast-

growing problem plaguing Intel and other processor suppliers--heat dissipation. "Power dissipation is getting out of 

hand," acknowledges Rob Willoner, Intel technology analyst. "The power issue is the number one challenge [for 

processor design] in this decade," he says.  
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Intel claims the TeraHertz transistor will keep power dissipation levels somewhat constant in future processor designs. 

To do this, Intel had to do what it called re-inventing the wheel in semiconductor technology. The TeraHertz transistor 

appears to be a souped-up conventional transistor with three new elements: chip-scaling technologies, high-k 

dielectrics, and a so-called "depleted substrate transistor."  

To build this design, Intel will need SOI as an insulator and epitaxial wafers to "raise" or "thicken" the source and drain 

of the transistor. It will replace the gate-based silicon dioxide layer of a transistor with high-k materials.  

To solve the power problems, Intel is having to re-engineer the transistor. Current transistors have many problems--

they're subject to excessive gate and transistor leakages, off-state leakages, and soft-error rates, according to Willoner. 

While Intel claims it has the technologies in place to come up with the TeraHertz transistor, it still faces major hurdles 

ahead. "We need several years before all of the bugs are worked out," figures Willoner. 

 

By 2007, processors with 1 billion transistors are expected to be developped, running at 15. By using conventional 

transistors, the power consumptions of future devices could rise exponentially to some 100 Watts per square 

centimeters on the die--or roughly the equivalent of a nuclear power plant.  

  

 

 

 

 


